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Abstract

Dynamic behaviour of a slider–crank mechanism associated with a smart flexible connecting rod is investigated. Effect of various mechanisms’
parameters including crank length, flexibility of the connecting rod and the slider's mass on the dynamic behaviour is studied. Two control
schemes are proposed for elastodynamic vibration suppression of the flexible connecting rod and also obtaining a constant angular velocity for
the crank. The first scheme is based on feedback linearization approach and the second one is based on a sliding mode controller. The input
signals are applied by an electric motor located at the crank ground joint, and two layers of piezoelectric film bonded to the top and bottom
surfaces of the connecting rod. Both of the controllers successfully suppress the vibrations of the elastic linkage.
& 2016 Society of CAD/CAM Engineers. Publishing Servies by Elsevier. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

High operating speed, superior reliability and accurate
performance are major characteristics of modern industrial
machinery and commercial equipments. A traditional rigid-
body analysis, which presumes low operating speeds, becomes
insufficient to describe the performance of such high speed
systems. A thorough understanding of the dynamic behaviour of
the modern machines undergoing high-speed operations, which
are based on multibody systems such as slider–crank mechan-
isms, is necessary. Several researchers have worked on devel-
opment of suitable formulations with these mechanisms.
Neubauer et al. examined the transverse deflection of an elastic
connecting rod of a slider–crank mechanism by neglecting the
longitudinal deformation, the Coriolois, relative tangential and
relative normal components of the acceleration [1]. Hsieh and
Shaw studied the nonlinear resonance of a flexible connecting
rod by considering both longitudinal and transverse deflection of

the rod [2]. They investigated that the connecting rod behaves as
a system with a softening type of nonlinearity, which is
subjected to external and parametric excitations. Chen and
Chian studied effect of crank length on the dynamic behaviour
of damped flexible connecting rod [3]. Zheng et al. and
Muvengi et al. have considered the effect of joint clearance
and Reis et al added the effect of friction in dynamic analysis of
the mechanism [4–6]. Complexity of the dynamic model of
flexible mechanisms and their high nonlinearities make these
systems hard to control. A few researchers have attempted to
reduce or eliminate the vibrations of flexible mechanisms
induced by one or more of the flexible links [7–9].
Karkoub and Yigit designed a controller for a four-bar

mechanism with a flexible coupler. Their closed-loop system
was able to trace a prescribed motion at the input link level.
The PD controller was able to move the mechanism to the
desired position and absorb the elastodynamic vibrations [10].
Karkoub has also developed a controller based on μ synthesis
for suppressing the elastodynamic vibrations of a slider–crank
mechanism associated with a very flexible connecting rod [11].
Sannah and Smaili designed a multivariable optimal controller
for a four-bar mechanism with a flexible coupler using a finite
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element dynamics model. The results were implemented on an
experimental test bed using a pair of piezoceramic sensors/
actuators [12].

Here, we focus on studying effect of various mechanisms’
parameters on the dynamic behaviour and rotation of the crank
considering the transverse deflection of the connecting rod.
Even with no external excitation, rotation of the crank excites
the connecting rod and induces vibration. We successfully
suppressed the vibrations of the elastic linkage using two
piezoelectric actuators and nonlinear controllers designed
based on feedback linearization and sliding mode.

2. Modeling of the mechanism

Equation of motion of a flexible slider–crank mechanism is
derived using the Euler–Lagrange approach [13–17]. The
mechanism is assumed to move in the horizontal plane and
the longitudinal defections are negligible. Schematic of the
slider–crank mechanism with a flexible connecting rod is
depicted in Fig. 1. The mechanism parameters are defined as
follows: r is the crank length; L is the connecting rod length; θ
is the crank angle; ψ is the connecting rod angle with respect to
the ground; x and w are the x- and y-coordinates, respectively,
of any point on the connecting rod in the e!`1� e!2 coordinate
system.

The location of any point on the flexible connecting rod
(Fig. 1) is given by

R
!¼ r!þ x!þ w! ð1Þ

equal to

R
!¼ ðr cos θþw cos ψþx cos ψÞ i

!

þðr sin θ þw sin ψ �x sin ψÞ j! ð2Þ
The y-component of the displacement of the end point of the

connecting rod at x¼ l, which can be obtained by taking the

scalar product of the displacement vector R
!

and j
!

is equal to
zero. Therefore

ψ ¼ sin �1 r

l
sin θ

� �
ð3Þ

Using the mode summation technique, the deflection w is
given by

w¼
Xn
i ¼ 1

sin
iπx

l

� �
qi ð4Þ

where qiðtÞ are the modes of vibrations of the flexible slider–
crank mechanism. To derive the model for the flexible
mechanism the Euler–Lagrange equations are used. Let
L¼ T�U, where T and U are the kinetic and potential
energies of the system, respectively. The equations of motion
can be obtained using the following equation:

d

dt

∂L
∂_ξi

� �
� ∂L

∂ξi
¼ Fiþτi ð5Þ

where Fi are the nonconservative forces, τi is the applied
torque on the system, and ξ

!
is the deflection vector.

½ξ1; ξ2; :::; ξnþ1� ¼ ½θ; q1ðtÞ; q2ðtÞ; :::; qnðtÞ� ð6Þ
The kinetic energy of the system is then calculated:

T ¼ 1
2
Ic _θ

2þ 1
2
ρ A

Z l

0

_
R
! _

R
!

dxþ 1
2
ms _X

2
B ð7Þ

where ms is the mass of the slider, X
!

B is the velocity of the
connecting rod end point, Ic is the moment of inertia of the
crank, and ρ; A are the density and cross section of the
connecting rod, respectively.

_
R
! _

R
!¼ �r _θ sin θþ _w cos ψþðxþwÞ d cos ψ

dt

� �2

þ r _θ cos θþ _w sin ψþðw�xÞ d sin ψ

dt

� �2

ð8Þ

X
!

B ¼ �r _θ sin θþx
d cos ψ

dt

� �
i
! ð9Þ

The dependent coordinate ψ is then omitted using the
holonomic constraint of the slider–crank mechanism (Eq. (3)).
The potential energy of the mechanism is given by

U ¼ 1
2

Z l

0
EI

∂2w
∂x2

� �2

dxþmcg
r

2
sin θ ð10Þ

Nomenclature

r crank length
L connecting rod length
θ crank angle
ψ connecting rod angle with respect to the ground
qiðtÞ modes of vibrations of the flexible slider–crank

mechanism
Fi nonconservative forces
τi applied torque on the system
ξ
!

deflection vector

Ic moment of inertia of the crank
A cross section of the connecting rod
Ms slider mass
Mc crank mass
EI flexural rigidity
ρ material density
H radius of the rod
d31 dielectric coefficient
V applied voltage to piezoelement
X
!

B velocity of the connecting rod end point
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For a single mode model

U ¼ q1
2 EI

2
π

l

� �4
Z l

0
sin 2 πx

l
dx¼ q1

2 EI:l

4
π

l

� �4

þmcg
r

2
sin θ ð11Þ

where EI is the flexural rigidity. The nþ1 equations of motion of
the slider–crank mechanism can be written in the following format.

Now using the potential and kinetic energies defined and
introducing the Lagrangian and taking the derivatives the
equation of motion of the slider–crank mechanism obtains in
this form

M €ξþBðξ; _ξÞþGðξÞþF ¼ τ ð12Þ
where M is the mass matrix, which is symmetric and B
involves the coriolius and centrifugal terms and G contains the
terms of the gravity and the potential energy and F denotes the
friction applied to the mechanism and τ is the applied torque at
the crank. The equation of the motion is then solved
numerically using the ODE function of MATLAB software.
Thus the equations are first rewritten in the state-space model.

3. Dynamic behaviour

In this section, effect of the mechanism’s parameters on the
dynamic response of the system is investigated. A single mode
is considered for the connecting rod. Since the connecting rod
can be modelled as a pin–pin rod, a single mode is sufficient
and accurate enough. The mechanisms’ parameters used in the
dynamic analysis are listed in Table 1.

We have studied effect of the flexibility of the connecting
rod, the crank length and the slider mass on the dynamic
behaviour of the mechanism.

3.1. Crank length

Small crank angles respect to the connecting rod lengths leads
to a smaller amplitude of vibration and a more periodic result.

3.2. Slider mass

As the mass of slider decreases amplitude of vibration of the
connecting rod increases and a non-predictable answer obtains for
both crank angle of the mechanism and amplitude of vibration.

3.3. Flexibility of the connecting rod

Increasing EI, leads to a more rigid mechanism, and the
amplitude of vibration decreases as expected. Phase plane
diagram of θ shows a more periodic response.

3.4. Constant angular velocity for crank

Considering a constant angular velocity for the crank eliminates
one of the second order differential dynamic equations as the crank
angle is known at each time. In this situation amplitude of vibration
of the connecting rod is the point of interest.
The frequency response of the amplitude of vibration dependent

on the mechanism’s parameters at constant crank angular velocity is
studied. Amplitude of vibration of connecting rod is plotted respect
to the nondimensional crank angular velocity (Figs. 2–4).

Ω¼ ω

ω1
; ω1 ¼

EIπ4

ρAL4
ð13Þ

where ω1 is the first natural frequency of a pin–pin beam. When
Ω¼ 1, mechanism undergoes a resonance. Depending on the
mechanism’s parameters the pick value of the vibration at the
resonance frequency differs. The phase plane response at Ω¼ 1 is
plotted in Fig. 5, which indicates an unstable focus and clarifies the
instability of the mechanism.
The frequency response of the amplitude of vibration of the

connecting rod is depicted in Fig. 6 for a small crank length
(r¼0.003 m and ms¼0.5 kg). Considering the mechanism’s
parameters a comparative study is performed on the frequency
response of the vibration of the connecting rod (Fig. 7). Pick of

Table 1
Mechanism’s parameters.

Variable Definition Value

R Crank length 10 cm
L Connecting rod length 30 cm
Ms Slider mass 0.5 kg
Mc Crank mass 2(ρ)(π)hr
EI Flexibility 0.2
ρ Material density 7850
H Radius of the rod 0.02 cm

Fig. 1. Slider–crank mechanism.
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the resonance amplifies as the crank length increases. Also
enough large crank length leads to instability of the mechanism
at high frequencies. In other words, increasing the crank length
reduces the critical angular velocity.

The phase plane diagram of the amplitude of vibration is
then plotted and compared for each Ω.

4. Controller design

In order to design a controller for suppressing the elastody-
namic vibrations of the flexible connecting rod, two types of
controllers are designed. One is based on the feedback
linearization technique and the other is a sliding mode
controller, which is a robust control method.

Two kinds of dynamic equations were derived above. In the
first one crank angle and its derivatives are considered as states
of the dynamic equation and are coupled with the deflection of
the flexible connecting rod. For this case a controller based on
feedback approach is designed and the elastodynamic vibra-
tions of the flexible connecting rod is suppressed and the crank
angle and the angular velocities are tracked a desired sinusoi-
dal path. In the second dynamic equation, a constant angular

velocity is considered for the crank and only the deflection of
the elastic linkage and its derivative are unknown in the
equation. For this case a sliding mode controller is implemen-
ted to eliminate and suppress the vibrations of the very flexible
connecting rod.
The input control signals are considered to be applied by a

motor contrived at the crank ground joint, and two layers of
piezoelectric film bonded to the top and bottom surfaces of the
connecting rod. The piezoelectric elements exert a distributed
moment on the beam, which is proportional to the voltage
applied on them. This moment is dependent on several
parameters such as the dielectric coefficient, elasticity and
thickness of the piezoelement and the connecting rod. The
moment value is given by [18,19]

M1 ¼ Eawatatbð Þ γ

γþ6
Λ ; γ ¼ Ebwbtb

Eawata
Λ¼ d31

ta
V ð14Þ

where Eb, wb and tb are the elasticity module, thickness at Y
direction and thickness at Z direction of the aluminium beam
respectively. Ea, wa and ta are the elasticity module and
thickness of the piezoactuators. d31, is the dielectric coefficient
and V denotes the voltage applied to piezoelement.

Fig. 2. (a) Phase plane diagram of θ (r¼0.003), (b) phase plane diagram of θ (r ¼0.1), (c) phase plane diagram of q1 (r¼0.003), and (d) phase plane diagram of q1
(r¼0.1).
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Reconsidering the Euler–Lagrange method in deriving the
dynamic equations, this moment arises as a moment in the
right side of the equation associated with the deflection of the
flexible connecting rod that is considered as the control action
in this study (Fig. 8).

The open-loop response of the mechanism when a constant
input torque is applied to the crank from the motor is depicted
in Fig. 9 that indicates the midpoint deflection of the flexible
connecting rod. The motor’s torque appears only at the first
second order differential equation associated with the crank
angle. Since the equations of motion of the flexible slider–
crank are coupled together, rotation of the crank induces
vibration in the connecting rod.

4.1. Controller design via feedback linearization approach

The main idea in this technique is to eliminate nonlinear
terms of the dynamic equation of the flexible slider–crank

mechanism using state feedback and applying an appropriate
input torque to the system.
In this section, it is intended to suppress the vibrations of the

elastic linkage besides obtaining a constant angular velocity for
the crank. This means that the crank is made to track a desired
sinusoidal path. The motor applies one of the torques
computed by feedback linearization approach and the other
is applied by the piezoelement when the appropriate voltage
applied.

τ1 ¼ €θdes�k1
_~θ�k2 ~θ ð15Þ

where θdes is the path that the crank angle is desired to track
and ~θ is the tracking error.

τ2 ¼ �k
0
1 _q1�k

0
2q1 ð16Þ

It is desired that q1 equals to zero, thus qdes � 0;   ~q1 ¼ q1.
k1; k2 are the control parameters that guaranty the required

behaviour of the closed loop response of the system. Choosing

Fig. 3. (a) Phase plane diagram of θ (ms¼5), (b) phase plane diagram of θ (ms¼0.5), (c) phase plane diagram of q1 (ms¼5), and (d) phase plane diagram of q1
(ms¼0.5).
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k1 ¼ 4¼ 2ξωn ; k2 ¼ 4¼ω2
n a critical damp response

obtains. The closed loop responses of the mechanism are
plotted in Fig. 10. The controller is turned on after one second.

Fig. 4. (a) Phase plane diagram of θ (EI¼0.2), (b) phase plane diagram of θ (EI¼20), (c) phase plane diagram of q1 (EI¼0.2), and (d) phase plane diagram of q1
(EI¼20).

Fig. 5. Phase plane diagram of the amplitude of vibration at Ω¼ 1.

Fig. 6. Frequency response function of the amplitude of vibration.
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It is observed that the designed controller suppresses the
elastodynamic vibrations of the flexible connecting rod effi-
ciently and the crank angle and the angular velocity track the
desired sinusoidal path as required. The phase plane diagram

of the crank angle also confirms the periodic desired path for
the crank.

4.2. Controller design via sliding mode approach

The sliding mode control is a variable structure and also a
robust control method. A notational simplification is intro-
duced in this method, which allows nth order problems to be
replaced by equivalent 1st order problems that are much easily
controlled.
A time varying surface s(t) is defined by the scalar equation

sðx; ; tÞ ¼ 0, where

sðx; tÞ ¼ _~q1þλ ~q1 ¼ 0 ð17Þ
where ~q1 is the tracking error. In suppression of the elastody-
namic vibrations of a slider–crank mechanism, the desired q1
equals to zero.
The problem of tracking ~q1-0 is equivalent to approaching

to the sliding surface and remaining on it. Indeed s� 0
represents a linear differential equation whose unique equili-
brium point is ~q � 0.
A positive definite Lyapanov function is defined as

VðsÞ ¼ 1
2
s2 ð18Þ

Derivative of VðsÞ guaranties the stability and tracking of the
system.

_VðsÞ ¼ 1
2
d

dt
s2 ¼ s:_s ð19Þ

The input control signal is then designed to satisfy the below
condition

_VðsÞ ¼ 1
2
d

dt
s2 ¼ s:_sr�η sjj ð20Þ

The above inequality states that the squared distance to the
surface as measured by s2 decreases along all system trajec-
tories. Thus, it constraints trajectories to point toward the
sliding surface sðtÞ.
A control law based on Eq. (20) is implemented on the

dynamic equation of the flexible connecting rod, while a
constant angular velocity is assumed.

M €q1þBðq1; _q1Þ ¼ τ2 ) €q1 ¼ Fðq1; _q1Þþu ð21Þ
where F ¼ �B

M ; and τ2 ¼ M:u

sðx; tÞ ¼ ~q1 þλ ~q1 ¼ 0 ð22Þ

_VðsÞ ¼ 1
2
d

dt
s2 ¼ s:_sr�ηjsj

)
so0; u¼ η�F�λ _q1
s40; u¼ �η�F�λ _q1

(
ð23Þ

Eq. (23) implies a dissentious control law for the system.
The closed loop responses indicated that the trajectories of the
system approaches to the sliding surface and tries to stay on it.
Since the implementation of the associated control switching is
not instantaneous, chattering occurs, which is undesirable in

Fig. 7. Dependence of the frequency response on the mechanism’s parameters.

Fig. 8. An undershoot at specific angular velocity.

Fig. 9. Open-loop response of the mid point deflection of the flexible
connecting rod.
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practice, since it involves high control activity and failure of
the piezoactuators (Fig. 11).

A new control law based on the Filippov’s method for
construction of the equivalent dynamics is presented here to
eliminate the chattering. After reaching the trajectories to the
sliding surface an equivalent control signal ueq which can be
interpreted as a continuous control law is applied to the
system. The closed loop responses of the system based on
the sliding mode approach and considering the Filippov’s
method are then plotted in Figs. 12 and 13. As indicated in the

figures chattering is eliminated. In this system λ is chosen to be
3 and η¼ 0:5. The angular velocity for the crank is ω¼ 0:4ω1.

5. Conclusion

Dynamic behaviour of a slider–crank mechanism with a
flexible connecting rod is investigated. The equations of
motion of the mechanism are derived using Euler–Lagrange
method and the mode summation technique. The dynamic
response of the system depends on the mechanisms’

Fig. 10. (a) Closed-loop response of the crank angle (via feedback linearization approach), (b) closed-loop response of _θ (via feedback linearization approach),
(c) closed-loop response of mid point deflection (via feedback linearization approach), (d) closed-loop response of _q1 (via Feedback Linearization approach),
(e) phase plane diagram of θ, (f) phase plane diagram of q1.
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parameters. We have investigated the effect of crank length,
flexibility of the connecting rod and the slider mass on the
dynamic behaviour of the system. Increasing the crank length
leads to higher amplitude of vibration and in an unpredictable
motion of the mechanism. Decreasing the slider mass and
increasing the flexibility of the connecting rod result in the
same conclusions. Noticing the frequency response function,

increasing the crank length increases pick value at the
resonance and also decreases the critical velocity, which
destabilizes the mechanism. Two control schemes are
employed for elastodynamic vibration suppression of the
flexible connecting rod. First scheme is based on feedback
linearization and the second one is a sliding mode controller.
Performance of the sliding mode controller is then improved
by considering the Filippov’s method and the chattering is
eliminated. The control actions are applied by an electric motor
at the crank ground joint, and two layers of piezoelectric film
bonded to the top and bottom surfaces of the connecting rod.
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